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Introduction
Gone are the days of traditional online marketing. While a 
customer would gradually narrow down the product search 
and compare features along the path to purchase, they now 
want proof that you are worth their time. They have numerous 
choices for nearly every product or service available— 
including yours. 

So, what do you do? Give people proof that you’re reputable. 
With today’s vastness of information, your reputation is the 
most important marketing tool you have. A strong online 
reputation can build instant credibility and trust, a definitive 
separation from you and your competition. Simply put, you 
get the customer, and your competition doesn't. 

Consumers know they can get just the information they 
want instantly and effortlessly. They’re researching online 
extensively and combing through pages of reviews before 
making their purchases. This research isn’t limited to buying 
big, expensive items — for example, mobile searches for  
“best earbuds” have grown by more than 130% over the past 
two years. 

Today’s customer journeys might resemble anything from a 
straight shot to a winding road. There is no standard path. 
However, there is a standard rating: 59% of people won’t 
purchase from a business with less than a 4-star rating.

In this guide, we’ll explore the solution that’s helping teams 
get more customers and more revenue. We’ll first cover the 
current marketing landscape and the importance of positive 
reviews. Then we’ll give you some tips on how to properly 
position your business to take advantage of these reviews for 
free. Finally, we’ll cover the solution that’s helping businesses 
automate their entire online reputation process. Learn how to 
turn today’s marketing challenges into a winning opportunity.

1. Google/Verto, Journey Finder, U.S., Sept 2017 - Feb 2018, n=2,989 A18+ 

2. Mark Burshears’ quote comes from interview not conducted by Live 1 Media.

Mark Burshears
Former Digital Director of

O’Brien Auto Group servicing 
Oregon and Washington

“We came to realize that before 
you spend any money on 
advertising, you better make 
sure your reputation is in place. 
It’s really the first money you 
should spend. The first place 
people will go is online to your 
reviews to find out if they want 
to do business with you.”
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1. The Problem

There’s a crisis happening in marketing, and it’s a big deal 
for everyone. Consumers absolutely don’t want to be sold-to 
anymore. Ironically, they’re purchasing more than at any other 
time in human history. If you have to tell people about your 
product or service in order to sell it—you are a marketer. 

Whether you’re doing it yourself or hiring help, you need to 
attract buyers the same way successful businesses are doing 
it today. You need to have a stellar reputation and prove that 
you’re worth their time and money.

A recent study by Hubspot put trust for marketers at a 
stunning 0%. The good news: 79% of customers trust online 
reviews. People simply trust the opinion of other customers. 

The big takeaway: your business needs reviews!

The Current Crisis in Marketing

1. Hubspot.com 

marketing
mar· ket· ing  |  noun

the act or process of selling or 

purchasing in a market

merriam-webster
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Today, future customers rely heavily on past customers 
instead of commercials to shape their view of products and 
services. Now customers can see the authentic opinion of 
others before nearly every purchase. Reviews are examples of 
new technology harnesing the oldest and most powerful form 
of marketing—word of mouth.

Reviews aren’t people trying to sell something; they are 
people who interacted with a business and were compelled 
to tell others, for better or for worse. Your future customers 
only have to open their phone, and they can see instantly your 
business' rating.

Traditional channels like TV, radio, magazines, and billboards 
still play a critical role in marketing. You would be well served 
to use those channels to raise awareness. Just remember, 
potential customers will still judge you according to reviews.

Customer-Driven Marketing

92% of customers consult 
online reviews before 
making a purchase 
decision
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59% won’t consider a 
business with fewer 
than 4 stars.

85% consider reviews 
older than 3 months 
irrelevant.

91% of consumers 
trust reviews as 
much as personal 
recommendations.
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Reviews not only help bring customers, they also help with 
search engine rankings. The more reviews you have, the 
greater your chance of ranking higher than your competitors 
in Google and Bing searches.

Do a search for a local restaurant. While the search engine 
results can’t let you taste the food, they can give the next best 
thing—the opinion from those who have. This is powerful for 
any business. For the restaurant, reviews allow people to see 
what others say, connect through their experience, and make 
the restaurant come alive in their mind.

If the business has a 5-star rating, then it signals to the world 
that this place is important. It also signals the same thing to 
the search engines. This creates a higher ranking and more 
appearances in search results. The same holds true for any 
business. Bottom line: good reviews bring more customers.

More Reviews = More Visibility
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90% choose businesses 
on page 1 of search 
results. 

75% of users never scroll 
past the first page.

Reviews are the 3rd
most influential factor in 
search rankings.
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2. Practical Tips

Your current customers have experiences with your business, 
often on a daily basis depending on your product or service. 
You can use their experiences as "online word-of-mouth" to 
connect with your future customers. On the flip side, your 
future customers are wanting to learn more about your 
business. Your reviews create the nessecary bridge for them 
to cross over into becoming paying customers.

Google has free tools that allow you to start collecting 
reviews for your business. You can then use those reviews to 
leverage credibility over your competition.

Collect and Leverage Reviews

Current customers 
want to share their 

experiences.

Future customers 
want to investigate 

before buying.

Reviews bridge 
the two worlds of 
future and current 

customers.
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This may seem obvious but research shows that the majority 
of businesses don’t claim their Google My Business profile. 
It’s how your business collects reviews, and it's FREE! Your 
Google My Business profile is the #1 factor determining your 
search ranking, meaning that it will be extremely difficult for 
people to find your business when searching for the products 
or services you offer. Google is the king of all review sites and 
the biggest review platform. Taking advantage of this platform 
should be one of your highest priorities.

Claim Your Google My Business Profile

58% of all customer reviews 
written in 2018 were 
posted on Google.

Your Google My Business profile 
appears prominently in the top right of 
the search results page when people 
search your business name.

It displays all of your business contact 
information in one place—making it 
easier to access information about you.
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A Gmail account is not 
required to set up the 
Google My Business listing. 
However, the listing comes 
with a host of additional 
tools that you will need 
a Google account to 
take advantage of. The 
e-mail address used in 
this listing is simply for 
communicating with the 
platform.  

How to Claim Your My Google Business Listing

If you’re a service-based 
business (and you don’t 
have a physical location), 
select the “I deliver 
goods and services to my 
customers,” and then select 
“Hide my address” to make 
sure your address isn’t 
shown on your listing. If 
you have multiple business 
locations, just use the 
primary location for the 
initial set up.

Once you finish getting all 
your details entered in the 
system, Google completes 
their verification process 
to make sure you have 
permission to claim this 
listing. 

To verify your listing, 
Google will send a postcard 
to the address you entered. 
Simply type in your name 
and click “Mail” to receive 
a postcard within five 
business days.

NOTE:
The postcard provides the steps to complete verification. From there, your Google My Business account 
has been created!

Until then, you’ll have limited access to your dashboard.
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There are numerous websites where you can claim your 
business in addition to Google. We suggest you stake your 
claim on as many as possible—especially the free ones. 
Narrow your focus to websites that are relevant to your 
business. For example, a real estate agent should be on 
Google, Facebook, and Zillow at least. Below are a few sites 
you should register your business with regardless of the 
industry you’re in.

Claim Your Business on Other Sites

An average of 142 million 
users visit Yelp every 
month. By claiming your 
Yelp Business page, you’ll 
be able to upload photos, 
add a link to your website, 
and ensure that your hours, 
phone number, and other 
important information are 
always up to date.

Creating a Facebook page 
allows the more than 2 
billion people on Facebook 
to discover your business. 
Think of your page as a 
digital storefront. Setting up 
a business page is simple 
and free, and it looks great 
on both desktop and mobile.

Bing Places for Business 
is a portal that enables 
local business owners 
to add a listing for their 
business on Bing. Local 
business owners can 
verify their existing listing; 
edit or update the listing 
information: add photos, 
videos, services, and other 
information that shows 
their business in the best 
possible way. 
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3. The Answer

Claiming your business listing on relevant sites is extremely 
important, but it’s only step one. Step two requires a proven 
system that generates positive reviews on those sites. It 
needs to be reliable, easy to implement, and even easier to 
use–allowing your customers to drive your marketing.

Rocket RaterTM by Live 1 Media is the new hassle-free way 
to get good customer ratings and reviews fast through our 
proven automated process. Customers are presented with the 
opportunity to give reviews in a simple and intuitive way. They 
can automatically leave a good review on multiple sites. If the 
review is bad it's sent only to you, creating the opportunity for 
you to turn that customer’s negative experience into a positive 
review. 

We handle the set-up, integration, and management of the 
system into your current customer experience. You and your 
team can focus on running the business while our system 
works constantly to turn your current customers into your 
biggest marketing assets.   

You can be the obvious choice for people who find you online. 
We help you stand out on the sites that matter and make the 
collection of reviews effortless. Having a healthy ecosystem 
of current reviews helps you to show up at the top of local 
search results, so new leads will find and choose you first. 
Not only will you get chosen more—your reviews tell you 
why people gave you the stars in the first place. Use this 
information to further improve your business, focus on what’s 
driving success, and ultimately increase your profits.

Customer-Driven Marketing

TM

by Live 1 Media
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If you’ve ever tried to gather reviews from customers, you 
know that it can be a painful process. You are busy and 
so is your staff. At the same time, you really need those 
reviews. Whether its time, staff, or money, you don’t have the 
resources to devote to gathering reviews. It’s a full-time job! 
You’ve tried traditional methods and found out the hard way 
that its cumbersome and often yields dismal results.

Does this sound familiar? You hire additional staff just to 
hound your customers and beg them for reviews. Once your 
staff gets them on the phone, they walk the customer through 
the process of finding your review site. You’ve chosen either 
your Facebook Business Page, Google My Business listing, or 
a special page on your website. Finally, after the call ends you 
hope they leave a good review—if they leave any at all. This 
process has to be repeated each time the customer interacts 
with your business. What if your customers and their friends 
are not on your chosen social media site? What if they’re busy 
and forget to write a review later?

What happens when you get a bad review? You’ve just done 
a lot of extra work and diverted lots of resources—just to hurt 
your business. If you’re a really small operation, this could 
literally kill your business.

The Old Way Is Hard

Thanks to Rocket RaterTM, you have a new and less stressful 
way that works on autopilot. Even better, it turns your 
reviews into what they were meant to be—the most powerful 
marketing tool in your arsenal. More powerful than your 
commercials, billboards, and print advertisements combined. 
Live 1 Media’s reputation management system is a small 
investment that yields big results.

The New Way Is Easy
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You need as many people as possible promoting their good experience 
with you. Rocket RaterTM allows your customers to promote their good 
review on multiple review sites. First you create or claim your business 
profile (pg 11). Then we connect your profiles to our system. Customers 
can post on the review sites that you choose.

Amplify the Good—Fix the Bad

No matter how hard you try, every customer will not have a great 
experience. When someone wants to leave you a bad review, it goes 
directly to you. This gives you the opportunity to fix the problem 
immediately and get back to delivering great customer service. 
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Pick the sites where your current and future customers visit. Google, by far, 
is the most important because it directly affects your search rankings, but 
there are more industry-specific sites where your business should have a 
presence. Below are just a few of the sites Rocket RaterTM connects to.

Promote Your Success on Top Sites

We send you monthly reports detailing review activity 
surrounding your business from the sites you've chosen.

Customized Reporting
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Conclusion

Today’s customers rely on the opinion of others to make their 
buying decisions and savvy business owners are turning this 
market shift into real cash. The solutions are available for any 
business to go to the next level. Are you going to use customer 
reviews as a strategy to deliver relevant and timely proof of your 
good works? Allowing your current customers to be your most 
powerful marketing team is a crucial first step.

Book a call today to get started! Click here.

And to learn more about Reputation Management and Live 1 Media,
visit our website: live1media.com/reputation-management

Marketing Has Drastically Changed 

http://live1media.com/landing/schedule-a-call-rocket-rater/
https://live1media.com/reputation-management/
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"Get Started Now" Checklist

Start actively collecting and responding to customer reviews

Claim your Google My Business listing

Claim your listing on other relevant sites

Contact Live 1 Media about Rocket RaterTM

Promote your good reviews and fix your bad ones

Here’s what you need to get started:

About Live 1 Media
Live 1 Media is a full-service marketing agency dedicated to 
helping clients get more customers and build their brand. We 
deliver powerful and flexible solutions that increase brand 
visibility, allowing clients to focus on critical business areas. A 
savvy marketing team with experience in both traditional and 
digital marketing approaches every project. Every customer is 
served with state-of-the-art technology and ground-breaking 
strategies. Live 1 Media is dedicated to helping businesses large 
and small build better customer experiences with maximum 
customer satisfaction.

Find out more

https://live1media.com



